The Travelers Companion to the London of Sherlock Holmes

by David L. Hammer
Whether you plan to explore London from your armchair or on foot, you'll be hard pressed to find a more comprehensive, engrossing and entertaining guidebook than The Traveler's Guide to the London of Sherlock Holmes. Part guidebook, part travelogue, this title systematically explores the great metropolis of London in search of the Great Detective. David Hammer's investigations definitively identify actual locations found throughout the sixty Sherlock Holmes stories. Whether you plan to explore London from your armchair or on foot, you'll be hard pressed to find a more comprehensive, engrossing and entertaining guidebook than The Traveler's Guide to the London of Sherlock Holmes. Part guidebook, part travelogue, this title systematically explores the great metropolis of London in search of the Great Detective. David Hammer's investigations definitively identify actual locations found throughout the sixty Sherlock Holmes stories.

The Sherlock Holmes Museum has a full-time employee answering 40 to 100 letters and requests a week addressed to him. His 221-B Baker Street vies with No. 10 Downing Street as the most famous address in London - but who could argue with the claim that 221b Baker Street is in fact the most famous address in the world? Things on Baker Street have changed in the last 10 years. The Victorians boldly transformed the London of Dickens into that of Conan Doyle, creating not just Charing Cross Road, but rebuilding Regent Street, enlarging Piccadilly Circus, laying out the great Shaftesbury Avenue, and most magnificently of all, constructing the three-mile Embankment along the Thames. Buy a cheap copy of The Travelers' Companion to the London book by David L. Hammer. Free shipping over $10.